
What are the best resources to purchase if you are trying to start an Immanuel
Approach ministry in your church?

If you have a generous budget: 
1) Get a copy of each of the books (Outsmarting Yourself and the big lion book) for each person
who will be participating. 

2) Get a full set of the Lehman DVDs (both the Live Ministry Session DVDs and also the
teaching DVDs) for the team library. If you really do develop an ongoing Immanuel Approach
ministry, every one of these resources will eventually be valuable. Note that taking advantage of
the “one of everything” package will provide substantial savings.

For a moderate budget: 
1) Get a copy of each of the books (Outsmarting Yourself and the big lion book) for each of the
people involved in leadership for the ministry. 

2) Get the following as good representatives of basic, intermediate, and advanced Immanuel
Approach sessions: 

Basic: LMS #24, Ian: “I’m not enough”, LMS #19, Maggie #3: Labor & Delivery Trauma;
LMS #18, Rita #3: Jesus is Better than Candy, LMS #17, Renae: Healing Helps Parenting. 

Intermediate: LMS #7, Eileen: Immanuel Intervention (Intermediate); LMS #9, Doug:
Immanuel Interventions (Intermediate).

Advanced: LMS #3, Patricia: First Session with Internal Parts; LMS #26, Rita #1:
Advanced Immanuel Intervention). 

3) Get Condensed Sets Four and Five (Live Ministry Series #20 and #25) to serve as an
especially effective resource for introducing the Immanuel Approach to new people. 

4) Get the following three teaching sets: “Immanuel: God with Us,” “Psychological Trauma,
Implicit Memory, & The Verbal Logical Explainer (VLE), and “The Immanuel Lifestyle and
Sustaining Joy for a Lifetime.”

For a minimal budget: 
1) Get as many copies of Outsmarting Yourself and the big lion book as you can afford. 

2) Get the following as good representatives of basic and intermediate Immanuel Approach
sessions (wait until the ministry is going well to invest in advanced sessions): 

Basic: LMS #24, Ian: “I’m not enough”, LMS #19, Maggie #3: Labor & Delivery Trauma). 

Intermediate: LMS #7, Eileen: Immanuel Intervention (Intermediate); LMS #9, Doug:
Immanuel Interventions (Intermediate). 

3) Get Condensed Set Four (Live Ministry Series #20) to serve as an especially effective
resource for introducing the Immanuel Approach to new people. 

4) Get the following two teaching sets: “Psychological Trauma, Implicit Memory, & The Verbal
Logical Explainer (VLE), and “The Immanuel Lifestyle and Sustaining Joy for a Lifetime.”


